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PURPLE CASCADE

Secure the hook in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the

point tying in a length of Oval Gold.  Wind the Oval 4 turns backwards to

form a tag, take the Oval between the 2 hooks and pull back towards

the head. Take the thread to the head tying in the waste and trim off.

Return the thread to the tail. Prepare a small bunch of Orange Bucktail

and tie in twice the length of the hook. Tie in 3 strands of Gold Krystal

the same length. Prepare a small bunch of Orange Bucktail and tie in

the same length. Tie in a length of Oval Gold and a length of Black

Floss. Wind the thread back to the head binding in all the waste ends

and trim them off. Wind the floss up to the head forming a neat body.

Rib the body with the Oval and trim off. Tie in a bunch of Black Squirrel

tail with well waxed thread for the wing half the length of the tail. Trim off

the butts at a taper, apply a small drop of thin clear varnish to the roots

and bind down tighly forming a smooth bed. Tie in a few strands of

Gold Flash for the overwing and trim off the waste. Tie in an Orange

and Purple cock hackle together by the tips, double them and wind

them together making sure you sweep back the fibres each turn. If you

find it difficult to wind 2 hackles together you can wind them separately.

Prepare a pair of Jungle Cock eyes and tie in along the sides of the

wing.  Form a neat head and whip finish. Now apply several coats of

thin clear varnish to produce a smooth shiny head.

Hook - Double

Thread - Black

Tag - Oval Gold

Tail - Orange Bucktail

         Gold Krystal flash

         Yellow Bucktail

Rib -  Oval Gold

Body - Black Floss

Wing - Black Squirrel or Bucktail

            Gold Krystal flash

Hackle - Purple and Orange Cock

Eyes - Jungle cock




